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Abstract—Mobile wireless devices can now act as push-based
data broadcasters, disseminating information in crowded places.
While assuming this role, a device must take into account
various factors, such as the mean service time, the energy
expenditure or copyright costs. Apart from adhering to multiobjective optimality, a broadcast schedule must also be as small
as possible in size, in order to be producible and cache-able
on a mobile device. The present paper analytically proves the
existence of optimal schedules that are finite, minimal in size.
Furthermore, the optimality of the schedule is allowed to refer
to an unlimited number of criteria. The analysis shows that
multi-objective optimality can be met precisely by extremely
small schedules, enabling their use in mobile devices. Simulations
indicate perfect efficiency of the minimal schedules in realistic
application scenarios.
Index Terms—Data broadcasting, Push systems, Schedule size
minimization, Multi-objective optimality.

I. I NTRODUCTION
S the number of networked Web users and entities grows
worldwide, common information needs begin to manifest. Push-based broadcasting constitutes then a promising
dissemination scheme, especially in wireless environments,
since it can serve multiple users in one go [1]. Data push
operates by streaming content to clients without their direct
request, since their overall needs have been statistically modeled in advance. TV broadcasting and Web media channels
are classic examples of push-based operation [2]. The push
paradigm offers increased bandwidth efficiency and unlimited
scalability [3]. The device that schedules the pushing of data
to a set of clients is typically considered to be a powerful and
expensive server, e.g. a TV broadcast station [4]. The need for
powerful hardware is due to the typically high data volume to
be pushed, and because of the need to take multiple criteria
into account during the process. For example, the data may
be associated to popularity metrics, copyright costs, media
quality levels, or even content types and ratings. Thus, data
push has been considered as an infrastructure-based solution
only, implemented in e.g. cellular telephony and TV networks
[5], [6].
However, a mobile, ubiquitous computing era has emerged.
In many cases we can find tenths or hundredths of portable
devices within the vicinity of our smartphone. Bringing data
push to the “weak” smartphone hardware would allow for a
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new class of mass notification and advertisement applications.
Examples include Point-of-Interest updates in crowded places,
such as price alerts in malls, accident notifications in VANETs
or even portable media streaming stations. The data volume
for push can be kept at tractable levels, since it has local value.
However, the need for taking multiple optimization objectives
into account during the push scheduling process remains.
The present work will analytically minimize the complexity
of multi-optimal, data push scheduling. Thus, the analysis
contributes the most lightweight version of push scheduling
possible, enabling its implementation in current or future
portable devices.
The study assumes the standard model for push systems [1].
A wireless broadcast server manages the push of a set of data
items to a client set. Each item is characterized by attributes
expressed in scalar form. Standard attributes are the statistical
popularity and size of an item. Other attributes may include a
copyright cost per broadcast of a data item, a content rating,
e.t.c. [7]. The broadcast server produces a push schedule which
dictates which item should be pushed at any given time. The
performance of a schedule is characterized by the mean client
waiting time it achieves [1], [8]. Push schedules are always
periodic, i.e. repeating patterns, due to the absence of explicit
client queries [9]. Each item has its own broadcast period,
derived from its attributes. E.g. more popular items are pushed
more often. It is worth noting that a schedule has typically a
limited lifetime. The item attributes can vary, at which point
the scheduling algorithm is simply re-run to produce an up-todate schedule. The study will not considered such adaptivity
pursuits, since they are completely modular to the presented
scheme (simple re-run) and are examined as a separate field
of study elsewhere [6]. However, given a lifetime, the running
costs of a schedule become the definitive performance tuning
factors [7]. For example, the mean (running) copyright cost
over all scheduled broadcasts multiplied by the lifetime yields
the total monetary cost of a push service. Nonetheless, setting
the item broadcast periods primarily by copyright and not by
popularity induces a performance trade-off, raising the mean
client waiting time. Therefore, a multi-optimal schedule is
defined as one the minimizes the mean waiting time of the
clients, subject to multiple mean (running) cost restrictions
[7], [9].
The present paper will contribute the analytical minimization of the computational complexity of any multi-optimal
push schedule. The study builds upon the conclusion of [4],
which showed that the complexity of a periodic schedule is
proportional to its size, i.e. the total number of item broadcasts
it includes. However, [4] i) provided heuristic indications of
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this claim only and ii) was limited to the minimization of the
mean client waiting time, without any cost considerations. In
the present study, we minimize analytically the size of any
push schedule with multiple cost restrictions (Section III).
The methodology is based on a novel analytical approach,
which transforms the discrete item scheduling problem to an
equivalent, tractable, continuous representation. Finally, the
simulations conducted in Section IV demonstrate the immediate benefits of the minimal schedules in realistic application
scenarios.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Broadcast scheduling may be either an on-demand (pullbased) or a probabilistic (push-based) process. Both approaches target the minimization of the clients’ mean serving
time, or other similar criteria. However, the former operates on
explicit client queries [10], [11], while the latter assumes only
statistical knowledge of the popularity of the data items. The
present work refers to push-based scheduling. Furthermore, the
push scheduling process comprises two parts: the definition of
optimal number of item occurrences in the schedule and the
construction of the actual broadcast sequence. This work is
related to the second part, while the first one is an NP-Hard
problem [12].
Research on wireless broadcast systems, initially focused
on the analytical minimization of the clients’ mean serving
time, in the context of Teletext systems [13]. It was proven
that an optimal schedule is also periodic. Therefore, one needs
to define only the optimal number of occurrences of each
data item inside the schedule. Gecsei [13] provided a solution,
assuming equally sized data items. The problem was revisited
in [14], heuristically studying items with small variation in
their sizes. It was clarified, that the mean serving time depends
on data item attributes (i.e., item request probabilities and
sizes), and not on the number of clients. The lower bound
for the mean serving time was calculated in [1]. The same
study proposed a water-filling-based scheduling algorithm that
achieved optimality at the expense of increased complexity. It
relied on a “golden” analytical condition that must be upheld
during the operation of the system. At each broadcast decision,
the algorithm strives to conform to this condition by equalizing
the deviation over the data items. The algorithm achieved
periodicity only statistically, over an infinite broadcast schedule. In general, strict periodic push of items with different
broadcast periods leads to collisions, whose optimal resolution
is a combinatorial, NP-Hard problem [12]. Liaskos et al. [4]
showed that: i) preemptive broadcasting [5] alleviates the NPHardness. ii) Scheduling complexity is proportional to the size
of the produced schedule. Simulation results then implied that
optimality could be feasible with finite schedules.
Heuristic scheduling methods were also introduced in [15]
with the introduction of the Broadcast Disks model. According
to it, items are grouped by popularity, forming virtual disks
rotating around a common axis. Imaginary heads read and
serialize data from the disks, producing the final schedule.
Further studies on the model have addressed the issues of
multichannel data push [16], serving correlated items [17],

Figure 1. Overview of the system model. A portable device broadcasts data
to its neighbor using a periodic schedule approach. Each item has any number
of associated attributes, which may exemplary include item-specific copyright
cost and battery life drain per broadcast.

pull-push hybrid data dissemination [18] and data indexing
for saving power at the receiving devices by shutting down
the network interface for prolonged intevals [19]–[21].
All these studies focused on the minimization of the clients’
mean serving time, disregarding any “cost” attributes per data
item. Kenyon and Schabanel [7], [22] study the case of a single
“cost” attribute per item, assuming again a schedule of infinite
size. Liaskos et al. in [9] argued that realistic conditions
can require an indefinite number of “cost” attributes per data
item (dubbed multi-optimality), and presented a corresponding
scheduler. However, [9] reinstated the infinite schedule size assumption, and provided neither proof nor evidence of existence
of finite multi-optimal schedules. Furthermore, infinite size
implies high complexity [4], meaning that the aforementioned
scheduler is fit for infrastructure-based broadcasting only. Both
limitations are addressed in the present paper.
To the best of the authors knowledge, the present study
is the first to introduce lightweight, multi-optimal data push
for portable devices. The study provides analytical proof and
experimental evidence that schedules of minimal size can
perform as well as their highly complex counterparts of [9].
III. A NALYSIS
A. System model description
The model of the system is illustrated in Fig. 1 and the
notation is summarized in Table I. The system comprises a
mobile device that pushes data to a set of wireless neighbors.
Each neighbor may have one pending query at a given moment
and no caching strategy (discussed as a separate functionality
August 25, 2014
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Table I
S UMMARY OF N OTATION
Symbol
N ∈N
i = 1...N
pi ∈ [0, 1]
li ∈ R+
M ∈N
j = 1...M
cij ∈ R+
vi ∈ N
ri ∈ R+
L ∈ R+
W ∈ R+
Cj ∈ R+
[[.]]
si (λ)

Explanation
Data Items
The total number of data items.
The data item index.
P
The request probability of item i. N
i=1 pi = 1.
The size of item i (bytes).
The total number of “cost” attributes per item.
The index of “cost” attributes.
The j th “cost” attribute of the ith data item.
Same j implies same type (e.g. copyright cost).
Broadcast (Push) Schedule
The number of occurrences of item i in the schedule.
Typically derived from the pi , li , cij inputs.
A ratio expression of vi as vi = [[ri · λ]] , λ ∈ R+ .
P
The total size of the schedule. L = N
i=1 vi · li .
Performance & Operation Conditions
The mean service time for a user query.
The mean (running) cost of the schedule, referring to
the j th attribute of the items. Defined as input.
Analysis
Rounding (.) to the nearest integer.
0.5
A sawtooth function
0
−0.5
with period 1/ri

per broadcast of item i. Then, the push server must be able
to freely tune the running copyright cost of the schedule, C1 ,
by setting it to an acceptable value, e.g. C1 [7]. Generalizing
this concept for each “cost” type j = 1 . . . M , the scheduling
server defines the following operation conditions:
Cj = Cj , ∀j

(2)

In general, the push server receives the conditions of (2) and
the attributes pi , li and cij as inputs, and produces the periodic
broadcast schedule that fulfills the conditions and minimizes
the mean client waiting time, W . For any given vi values, the
mean service time per query is given by [1]:
!
!
N
N
X
X
1
pi
(3)
W = ·
vi · li ·
2
v
i=1
i=1 i
Obtaining the corresponding item occurrences, vi , is enough
for constructing the schedule via the serializer of [4] in O(L)
time, L being the total size of the schedule:
L=

N
X

vi · li

(4)

i=1

layer elsewhere [23]). Notice that in push systems client
queries are silent, i.e. their is no interaction with the push
server. A client simply listens to the broadcast stream until
successful retrieval of a needed item. Thus, their number is
irrelevant.
The server device hosts a database of N data items, i =
1 . . . N , with sizes li measured in bytes. The nature of their
content is not restricted. They could exemplary be web pages
or media files. Each item is associated to a request probability,
pi , expressing the probability of a client query referring to item
i. It is clarified that the described item and client models are
standard for push systems in general [6], [13], [24], [25].
Additional attributes per item, cij , j = 1 . . . M , represent
any number of other factors, which can be freely set to
accommodate any need. For example, ci1 may refer to the
copyright costs per broadcast of each item, while ci2 can be
the total battery drain it entails. Related studies have proposed
efficient mechanisms for estimating the pi , cij attributes. Their
values can be calculated adaptively for the specific client set
in range [6], or offline from e.g. Facebook-derived statistics.
Thus, the present work assumes their values to be known and
static.
The device that acts as a push server creates a broadcast schedule. This sequence of data items is broadcasted
repeatedly, and each item has vi periodic occurrences in this
sequence. In Fig. 1, for example, item #1 is repeated v1 = 3
times inside the schedule. In general, the vi values are derived
from the item attributes pi , li and the required running “costs”,
Cj , i.e. the mean value pertaining to the attributes cij over all
broadcasts in the schedule. Their mathematical expression is
as follows:
PN
i=1 vi · cij
Cj = P
(1)
N
i=1 vi

Notice that in the O(.) expressions involving L, the li attributes are set to 1, in order to yield the integer number of
required computational steps.

For example, assume that ci1 represents the copyright cost

vi = [[λ · ri ]]
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B. Problem definition
The goal of the present study is to minimize the complexity of the described scheduling process. Particularly, we
are interested in obtaining the minimal complexity required
to uphold the conditions of (2) while minimizing the mean
client waiting time, W . However, the complexity of the
process is proportional to the schedule size, L [4]. Therefore,
a sufficient condition is to minimize L. Thus we state the
problem definition.
Minimize L(vi ), for {vi , i = 1 . . . N } , under restrictions:
(5)
1) Cj (vi ) = Cj , j = 1 . . . M .
2) ∂W∂v(vi i ) = 0, {vi , i = 1 . . . N }.
The first restriction states that the running costs of the schedule
should be equal to input values. The second restriction expresses the concurrent minimization of the mean client waiting
time.
C. Approach and solution
Our general approach will constitute at producing a vi
solution, assuming a very large schedule size L at first. Then,
we will “rewind” the ensuing result via a novel analytical
process, making it hold for small schedules as well.
At first, notice that in equations (1) and (3), the item
occurrences vi may be expressed in ratio form, ri , without any
change in the formulas. Thus, assuming a proper multiplicative
factor λ > 0, it holds that:
(6)
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where [[.]] is the rounding function. The schedule size is then
produced from (4) and (6) as:
L(λ) =

N
X

vi · li =

i=1

N
X
[[λ · ri ]] · li

(7)

i=1

It is apparent that λ directly regulates the outcome of equation
(7), since ri and li are constants. In other words, minimizing L
is tantamount to minimizing λ. Thus, for the sake of simplicity,
λ will be hereafter referred to as the schedule size.
Assuming schedules of very large size, i.e. λ → ∞,
equation (6) will hold for any appropriately large λ value:
λ→∞

[[λ · ri ]] ≈ λ · ri

(8)

This outcome has constituted the reason for employing the
schedule size infinity assumption in the related work. One can
treat the item occurrence ratios as continuous variables, using
infinitesimal calculus to deduce the case-specific, optimal ri .
Multiplication by any huge number λ and application of
rounding produces valid vi values. However, this trick does
not apply to the finite, small schedules we are seeking, i.e.
when λ takes small values. To compensate, equation (6) is
rewritten as follows:
vi = λ · ri + si (λ)

(9)

where si (λ) is a negated sawtooth function with period
Ti = 1/ri , depicted in Table I. This alternative expression is
explained qualitatively as follows. The rounding function [[.]]
is a “staircase” function, which can be decomposed as the sum
of a ramp function (λ · ri ) and a negative sawtooth function
si (λ). The negated sawtooth chips away ramp fragments
periodically, producing the original staircase graph. Using the
expression of (9) we can deduce expressions of the Cj and W
that hold both for finite and infinite schedules.
Theorem 1. The mean attribute values, Cj , can be expressed
as functions of the schedule size as:
Cj (λ) = Cj,∞ +

N
X

αij ·

i=1

where Cj,∞ =

PN
i=1 ri ·cij
P
N
i=1 ri

and αij =

si (λ)
λ

c
PNij

i=1

ri

−

(10)
PN

i=1
P
N

(

ri ·cij

i=1

ri )

2

.

Proof: Let:
\
C
j (λ) = Cj (λ) − Cj,∞

(11)

\
As λ → ∞, C
j (λ) is nullified. Using the expressions (1) and
(8) it is deduced that:
PN
PN
i=1 ri · cij
i=1 vi · cij
\
− P
(12)
Cj (λ) = PN
N
i=1 vi
i=1 ri
Using the equivalence of equation (9) and combining the two
fractions produces:
N  N
 N  N

P
P
P
P
ri ·
cij · si −
si ·
ri · cij
i=1
i=1
i=1
i=1
\




C
(λ)
=
j
PN
PN
PN
i=1 ri ·
i=1 λ · ri +
i=1 si
(13)

We notice that eq. (13) is primarily composed of periodic
sawtooth functions, si . Furthermore, the presence of the linear
\
term λ·ri in the denominator means that C
j (λ) fades to zero as
λ increases. This observation enables a potential simplification
of the equation: it could be expressed as a ratio of a periodic
function divided by a continuous, fading component. We will
first express the simplification technique generally, and then
proceed to apply it to equation (13).
Simplification Technique: Assume a pseudoperiodic fading function f (λ), for which it holds that lim f (λ) = 0.
λ→∞

Let Π(λ) be a multiplicative factor such that lim f (λ) ·
λ→∞

Π(λ) 6= 0, ∞. Then, f (λ) can be approximated as f (λ) =
lim (f (λ)·Π(λ))/Π(λ). The equivalence may also be precise,
λ→∞
depending on the chosen multiplicative factor.
Application: Equation (13) fulfills the criteria of the technique, since a multiplicative factor of the form Π(λ) = λ
produces:
N

N

N
N
P
P
P
P
cij · si −
ri · cij
ri
si
i=1
i=1
i=1
i=1
\
,
lim C
P
2
j (λ) · λ =
λ→∞
N
r
i
i=1
(14)
which is not zero or infinite in the general case. Therefore,
\
C
j (λ), can be expressed as:


N
P
\
r
·
c
N 
i
ij 
lim Cj (λ) · λ X
 cij
 si (λ)
λ→∞
i=1
\
C
=
−
 N
·
j (λ) =

2
P
N
λ

 λ
P
i=1
ri
ri
i=1

i=1

(15)
leading to equation (10), QED.
An interesting
observation regarding equation (10) is that
PN
the term i=1 αij · siλ(λ) can take both positive and negative
values with regard to λ (since −0.5 < si < 0.5). Therefore,
it can also be nullified for one or more, finite λ values. At
this point, the resulting running “costs”, Cj (λ), coincide with
the performance of infinite schedules, Cj,∞ . In other words,
a finite, low complexity schedule can fulfill any operational
restrictions regarding its running costs, as good as a sizeable,
highlyPcomplex one. Choosing the smallest λ that nullifies the
N
term i=1 αij · siλ(λ) yields the smallest possible schedule size
and, therefore, the smallest possible scheduling complexity [4].
However, according to the problem definition (5), the optimal schedule must also yield minimal mean client waiting
times. Therefore, it is essential to derive a similar theorem
for equation (3), and ensure that the new, optimal λ-values
coincide with those of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. The mean service time, W (λ), can be expressed
as a function of the schedule size as:
W (λ) = W∞ +

N
X
i=1

bi ·

si (λ)
λ

P
 P
N
N
where W∞ = 12 ·
i=1 ri · li ·
i=1
P

P

N pi
N
pi
− r2 ·
i=1 li
i=1 ri · li .

pi
ri

(16)


and bi = li ·

i
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\
Proof: Similarly to Theorem 1, the quantity W
(λ) is
defined as:
\
(17)
W
(λ) = W (λ) − W∞
in order to comply with the lim Wˆ(λ) = 0 condition of the
λ→∞
previously described simplification technique. Thus:
! P
!
PN
N
N
N
X
X
v
·
l
r
·
l
p
p
i
i
i
i
i
i
\
W
(λ) = i=1
− i=1
2
v
2
r
i=1 i
i=1 i
(18)
To facilitate the application P
of the technique, equation (18) is
rewritten by expanding the (.) products as:


N N
1 XX
rk
vk
\
W
(λ) = ·
−
(19)
wik , wik = pi · lk ·
2 i=1
vi
ri
k=1

We examine the quantity:




vk
rk
vi
ri
wik + wki = pi · lk ·
−
+ pk · li ·
−
(20)
vi
ri
vk
rk
Combining the two quantities into one fraction produces
through (9):

li pk ri2 − lk pi rj2 (rk si − ri sk )
(21)
lim (wik + wki ) · λ =
λ→∞
ri2 rk2
We apply the simplification technique of Theorem 1 on (wik +
wki ), with Π(λ) = λ. We produce:

1 li · pk · ri2 − lk · pi · rk2 · (rk · si − ri · sk )
wik + wki = ·
λ
ri2 · rk2
(22)
Finally, from (19) we deduce:
"
!
!#
N
N
N
X
X
X
p
p
si
i
i
\
li ·
W
(λ) =
− 2·
ri · li
(23)
l
r
λ
i
i
i=1
i=1
i=1
which is inline with the statement of Theorem 2, QED.
Theorem 2 also states that the performance of an infinite
schedule
can be obtained by finite ones, since the term
PN
si (λ)
has varying sign. An interesting remark is
i=1 bi ·
λ
\
that, since W
(λ) can be equal to zero for some finite λ (i.e.
finite schedule), the overall performance trade-off can also
be nullified. However, a major point of [4], was that finite
schedules are generally expected to be suboptimal, i.e. yield
larger mean waiting times for the clients than their infinite
counterparts. The addition of extra optimization objectives
actually relaxes this restriction. Each objective adds a performance tuning point to the overall operation of the system.
Essentially, the additional optimization objectives share the
effects of the performance trade-off. At the same time, the divergence per optimization objective diminishes as the number
of objectives increases. This remark is also expressed formally
in the following sub-section.
D. Exceptions
The preceding analysis operated under the assumption that
equations (14) and (21) are not nullified, as this would violate
the necessary conditions of the employed simplification technique. However, there exist three distinct cases which require
special handling.
August 25, 2014

Firstly, (14) and (21) can be nullified when li , cij , ri →
0, ∀i, ∀j. In this extreme case where all items have small
attributes, we can simply normalize their values, e.g. in [0, 1].
Thus, the problem is resolved without loss of generality or
precision.
Secondly, equation (14) is nullified for all i and λ, ∀j when
it holds:
!
!
N
N
N
N
X
X
X
X
ri
cij · si (λ) −
si (λ)
ri · cij = 0 ⇒
i=1
N
X
i=1

i=1

i=1

"
si (λ)

N
X
i=1
N
X

i=1

!
ri

N
X

· cij −

i=1
N
X

!
ri · cij

=

i=1

!#
ri · cij

=0⇒

!
ri

· cij , ∀i, ∀j

(24)

i=1

In other words, equation (14) is nullified when the attributes
cij are constant over all i, ∀j. However, in this case equation
(1) states that the mean costs Cj would be fixed, with no
tunability. Besides, assigning constant cij attributes to the data
items is equivalent to disregarding these optimization criteria
altogether.
Thirdly, equation (21) is nullified when:
q
pi
r
li
r
pi
i
2
2
li pk ri = lk pi rk ⇒
= q ⇒ ri ∝
, ∀i
(25)
p
k
rk
li
lk

Equation (25) is the expression of the “golden” condition,
which defines the item occurrence ratio, ri , that minimizes the
mean service time with no regard to other criteria [1]. In other
words, eq. (21) is nullified when we target exclusively the minimization of the mean service time (single objective-optimal
schedule). This outcome is once again contradicting to the
initial hypothesis of multi-obective optimization. Thus, it is
deduced that:
Corollary 1. A single objective-optimal finite schedule cannot
offer the exact performance of the corresponding infinite one.
On the other hand, multi-optimal schedules have potential
for perfect performance. We proceed to request the synchronization of the optimal schedule sizes derived from Theorems
1 and 2. For a valid, finite schedule size λ∗ , it must hold that:

W (λ∗ ) = W∞
(26)
Cj (λ∗ ) = Cj,∞ , ∀j
Therefore, from equations (10) and (16) we deduce the following condition.
Corollary 2. A finite multi-optimal schedule of size λ∗ offers
exactly the same performance as the corresponding infinite
schedule if it holds:
S ·A=O
(27)


∗
∗
∗
where S= s1 (λ ) s2 (λ ) · · · sN (λ ) ,
b1 α11 · · · α1M
 b2 α21 · · · α2M 




A =  b3 α31 · · · α3M  and O is the null matrix.
 ..
.
..
.
..
.. 
 .

.
bN αN 1 · · · αN M
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Equation (27) represents a N × (M + 1) indefinite system
in the general case. A practical approachPfor solving it is the
N
following. One can solve only equation i=1 bi · si (λ∗ ) = 0,
producing a set of valid λ∗ values sorted by ascending order.
The
that fulfills the remaining conditions,
PN smallest value
∗
i=1 αij · si (λ ) = 0, is chosen as the solution to the system.
Approximate solutions to equation (27) can also be used. For
PN
∗
example, λ∗ values that yield
i=1 αij · si (λ ) <  and
PN
∗
i=1 bi · si (λ ) <  can be considered valid, where  is a
user-defined acceptable error. Numerical equation solvers, for
example, typically operate in this manner [26].
E. Complexity considerations
As described in Section III, the data push process comprises
two parts. Firstly, the optimal number of periodic item occurrences vi , i = 1 . . . N are defined. Then, a serializer produces
the final broadcast sequence according to these vi values.
Traditionally, the serialization is the bottleneck of the whole
process [24], requiring O(L) complexity [4]. Prior to the
present study, periodic serialization required a schedule of
“infinite” size L [24], i.e. excessively large schedule sizes and
complexity. The importance of Corollary 2 is that it keeps L
minimal. In practice, L is typically kept at O(N ) levels. (E.g.
2 · N → 5 · N operations in Section IV).
The complexity of the calculations for the optimal vi , i =
1 . . . N values is that for constructing
the array A of Corollary
PN
∗
∗
2 and solving the equation
b
i=1 i · si (λ ) = 0 for λ >
0. The bi , i = 1 . . . N elements of A can be calculated in
a total of O(N ) steps (Theorem 2). The αij elements can
be calculated in O(M · N 2 ) operations in total (Theorem 1).
Finally, if a numerical solver
PN requires B steps to converge
with precision , solving i=1 bi · si (λ∗ ) = 0 for λ∗ takes
O(N · B) operations. Thus, the O(M · N 2 ) factor defines the
complexity of the whole process.
However, we target push servers that are implemented on
portable devices, such as smartphones. The wireless connectivity range of such devices is v 100m, and thus the pushed
data are expected to have a high degree of local significance.
Thus, pushing N = 1000 data items with M = 10 attributes
should be more than enough for most application scenarios.
The required v 107 operations are well within the capabilities
of most modern smartphones, equipped with up to four CPUs
running at v 1GHz.
Another major consideration for services running on
portable devices is the induced power consumption. The
proposed algorithm is tunable in this aspect, as will be
demonstrated in Section IV. In a straightforward manner, we
add a “cost” attribute per data item that expresses the energy
required for a single broadcast. The energy drain rate can then
be set to a value fit for the hosting device, by introducing an
“average cost” restriction in the condition set 1 of the objective
(5).
IV. S IMULATIONS
In this section we present a realistic application scenario of mobile, push-based broadcasting, implemented in
M AT LAB T M [27]. The goals of the ensuing simulations are:

Figure 2. Topology and geometry of the simulated system. A transmitter/broadcaster is placed in the middle of a 50m-long corridor. A number
of pedestrians traverse the corridor and listen to the broadcast, moving in
directions parallel to the side walls.

•
•

•

To check the validity of the preceding analysis in terms
of equivalence between finite and infinite schedules.
To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed, finite
schedules in a wireless, mobile environment by studying
aspects such as energy-efficiency, service ratio and mean
service time.
To demonstrate the realizability gains of finite schedules
in mobile devices, with regard to the original, infinite
schedules.

A. Application scenario
The scenario assumes one broadcast server hosted by a
mobile device. The server continuously transmits a periodic
schedule of a set of data items. The receivers are passers-by,
interested in the broadcasted data. The server and the clients
are placed in a rectangular corridor, as depicted in Fig. 2.
The server is placed at the middle and side of the corridor. A
number of approximately 120 pedestrians are present in the
examined part of the corridor at any given moment. They
walk in directions parallel to the walls, either upwards or
downwards. Their absolute walking speeds, sw , are picked at
random, by the following probability distribution:
P (sw ) =

1
1
· esw · /2.5 (m/sec)
2.5

(28)

limited in [0.5, 5]m/sec, simulating a walking crowd with a
few running pedestrians, while collisions are ignored. At any
given moment while traversing the corridor, a client begins
to receive a needed item from the broadcast stream. Since
all data items are broadcasted periodically, the waiting time
prior to reception start is in the range [0, TBi ], TBi being the
broadcast period of item i. The reception of the needed item
by a given client may be successful or not, depending on the
signal quality. If a client reaches the end of the corridor while
still reading a data item from the broadcast stream, we assume
August 25, 2014
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i−θ
pi = PN
−θ
i=1 i

(29)

where θ > 0 is the skewness regulation parameter, which
is typically set to θ = 0.95 for web data. The server uses
power control and transmits each item with a different power
level, P OWi . The goal is to broadcast bigger items with
greater power, ensuring a high transmission success ratio.
The P OWi values were produced deterministically from a
1
simple formula, as P OWi (dBm ) = 20
9 · (li (M b) − 1) and
are assumed to reflect the total wireless power cost of the
transmission. Finally, it is assumed that each data item has
a copyright cost, and thus the server pays a certain monetary
amount of M ONi per broadcast of item i. The units of M ONi
are arbitrary and the values are random and normalized in
[0, 1]. In this manner, the setup examines both dependent
(P OWi vs li ) and independent (M ONi vs any other) item
attributes.
Being a mobile device, the server seeks to control the
energy expenditure rate, i.e. the mean of P OWi over all
broadcasts. Furthermore, the mean monetary expense rate
(mean of M ONi over all broadcasts) must also be in check.
The P OWi and M ONi correspond to the cij attributes of
Corollary 2, for j = 1, 2. Finally, the corresponding schedule
must require as little resources and time for construction as
possible, a factor directly proportional to its aggregate size [4].
Thus, the server operates as follows.
A fitting energy expenditure rate and an acceptable monetary cost are selected. Then, equations (2) and (1) are passed
to the numerical solver of M AT LAB (fsolve)2 . Thus, the
solver produces the instructions for the creation of an infinite
corresponding schedule. These instructions come in the form
1 Given that l ∈ [1, 10], the formula was crafted to correspond to 0
i
to 20dBm Tx power range. The typical path loss for the setup of Fig. 2
is −75dBm (see Fig. 3). Thus, the Rx power level ranges roughly from
−75dBm to −55dBm, which is within the assumed sensitivity of the
receiver (−100dBm, Table III).
2 Notice that the solution must comply with the conditions: i) v > 0, ii)
i
∂W/∂vi = 0, iii) L > L∞ . The L∞ quantity is a very large, arbitrarily
set threshold. The heuristic of [9] could also be used as an alternative to the
MATLAB fsolve numerical solver.
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that he waits for the item transmission to finish, and then
exits the corridor. When the client exits the corridor, a new
one is generated at the opposite side, keeping the number of
clients approximately constant at all times. In case of reception
failure, queries are not re-posed. At the client side, the metrics
of interest are the query service ratio and the mean service time
of successfully answered queries. Each simulation run lasts for
a total of 3, 000 queries (successful or not) and is repeated 100
times, typically achieving better than 90% confidence for the
logged metrics.
The server hosts a database of N = 20 items with sizes
randomly picked from the range [1, 10]M bit, fitting in the
application storage space of any modern smartphone. Since
the client set is being constantly replenished (due to mobility),
these items are reusable, justifying the choice of periodic
broadcasting. The request probability of the items follows the
Zipf popularity distribution, a popular choice in related studies
(e.g. [1], [9], [18], [21]). According to it:

−200
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−250
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10
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Figure 3. Snapshot of the path loss at 1.5m from the floor of the corridor
(ray traced). The presence of the pedestrians and the wall echos result into
a non-trivial coverage map. The mean path loss is roughly −75dBm across
the map.

(inf )

of item occurrences, vi
. Through Corollary 2, the server
then employs the present study to pinpoint finite schedule sizes
(λ values) with equal performance. Through equation (6) these
λ values are transformed to actual item occurrences. Finally,
the serializer of [4] receives these item occurrences and item
sizes as inputs and produces the final broadcast schedule.
Finally, we note that it is possible to change the pi , P OWi
and M ONi attributes in real-time. However, this would imply
posting queries to a server or gathering data in an accelerated
rate. While not prohibited, this course of action could lead
to redundant energy consumption. Targeting lightweight implementation, we assume that pi are derived statically, once,
from e.g. Facebook data, while P OWi are calculated directly
from the item sizes. Likewise, M ONi are assumed to change
slowly over time and need not be updated too often.
B. Channel Configuration
The simulation uses full 3D ray tracing to calculate the
power delay profile at a given receiver [28]. A number of
8 ray interactions are allowed, while diffractions are ignored.
The electromagnetic properties of the used materials are given
in Table II. The presence of pedestrians and the wall echos
result into non-trivial path loss maps, as presented in Fig. 3. In
addition, the study assumes the typical parameters of a single
802.11 channel given in Table III.
Table II
E LECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS USED .
Description
Walls (Dry wall)
Floor, Ceiling (Concrete)
Human Body

Permittivity (F/m)
2.8
15.0
81.0

Conductivity (Ω · m)
0.001
0.015
20.0

Fading is handled deterministically through the ray tracing.
Rays that fail to reach the receiver within the guard interval are
considered as interference when calculating the time-variant
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Parameter
Antennas (Tx, Rx)
Carrier Frequency
Modulation
Rx Sensitivity
Channel Bandwidth
Symbol Duration
Guard Interval
FEC gain
Noise Temperature

Achieved Power Consumption (mWatt)

Table III
C HANNEL CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS
Setting
Half-wave dipoles
2.4GHz
QAM − 16
−100dBm
1M Hz
3.2µsec
0.8µsec
3dB
300o K

60
Schedule λ1
Schedule λ2

40

Schedule λ3
20
0
0

Infinite Schedule
20
40
60
80
100
Requested Power Consumption at Tx’s Wireless Module (mWatt)

6
5.8
5.6

λ1

5.4
49

λ2

Mean Monetary Cost of Broadcast
(arbitrary, normalized units)

Expected Mean
Service Time
(sec)
Expected Mean
Power Consumption
(mWatt)

80

Figure 5. Comparison of requested and achieved mean power consumption at
the transmitter’s wireless module. All three finite schedules achieve the same
performance as the infinite schedule.
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Figure 4. Overview of the process for pinpointing the optimal, finite schedules. The graphs correspond to a request for a schedule that yields a mean
power consumption (wireless module) of 48mW and a mean monetary cost
of 0.4951. The horizontal lines correspond to the performance of an infinite
schedule. Theorem 2 produces the uppermost graph of the mean service time
versus the schedule size. Theorem 1 yields the second and third graphs for the
mean energy consumption and monetary cost. The optimal, finite schedules
are defined as the concurrent intersection points of the horizontal lines and
the three graphs. An intersecting tolerance of  = 1% is used.

signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SIN R). The calculated
SIN R at a receiver is transformed to Eb/N0 format as:
Bandwidth
(30)
N et Bitrate
The net bitrate (i.e. the effective bitrate) can be easily
derived from the symbol duration and guard interval as
4 bits per symbol/3.2+0.8µsec = 1M bps. Finally, the Bit Error
Rate is calculated as:
r
2 E
3
· b/N0 )
(31)
BER = erf c(
8
5
Eb/N0

0.8

= SIN R ·

for Gray coded, QAM − 16 (i.e. k = 4) with additive white
Gaussian noise [29, p.193]. Erf c(.) is the complementary
error function. The BER then defines the success of the
symbol’s (and the containing item’s) reception. Conceptually, a
random number is picked uniformly in [0, 1] for each received
bit. If it is less than the BER, the bit is received erroneously,
and so is the corresponding data item at the receiving device.
C. Simulation Runs and Results
We examine the performance of the proposed finite schedules and the corresponding infinite schedule for multiple

Figure 6. Comparison of mean monetary costs pertaining to the finite and
infinite schedules. The x-axis corresponds to those of Fig. 5, 7 and 8. In
essence, the finite schedules offer exactly the same performance as the infinite
schedule, in every examined case.

requested energy expenditure (running) rates at the transmitter’s wireless module. These requests range from 1mW to
100mW and form the x-axis of the following graphs. Each
energy expenditure request is accompanied by a corresponding
monetary expense rate, presented and discussed separately in
Fig. 6. For each combination of these two quantities, the
standard, MATLAB numerical solver produces the infinite
(inf )
schedule construction instructions, vi
, as discussed in Section IV-A. These instructions also correspond to the minimal
mean service time for the given requests.
Fig. 4 visualizes the effect of Corollary 2 in the exemplary
case of 48mW as the energy expenditure rate. Equations (10)
and (16) are plotted versus the λ parameter. It is apparent
that certain schedule sizes offer theoretically the same performance as the corresponding infinite schedule. We choose
the first three, fittest λ values and sort them by ascending
order, λ1 , λ2 , λ3 . Their fitness is based on the total absolute
divergence from the horizontal lines. The remaining figures
compare the performance of these finite schedules to that of
the infinite one.
Firstly, all three finite schedules achieve the nominal requested energy expenditure, as presented in Fig. 5. Each
achieved rate is calculated over all broadcasts in the simulation scenario. Thus, the finite schedules achieve the same
performance as the infinite one from the aspect of compliance
with energy expenditure requests. The same conclusion applies
to the achieved monetary expenditure rate presented in Fig. 6.
Concerning the client-side metrics of mean service time and
service ratio, Fig. 7 shows that the finite schedules achieve
August 25, 2014
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V. C ONCLUSION
The present study enabled the use of push-based data
dissemination in networks of mobile devices. Data push was
traditionally considered as an infrastructure approach, due to
its heavy computational overhead and inflexibility in accounting for anything but basic, service time concerns. Through
mathematical analysis, the study reduced the complexity of
data push by orders of magnitude, while allowing for an
unlimited number of optimization objectives at the same time.
Realistic simulations demonstrated the benefits of the analysis
in practice: The proposed approach allowed for a mobile
device to balance energy-efficiency, small client service times
and copyright costs as efficiently as any infrastructure-based
solution.
August 25, 2014
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Figure 7. Mean query service times, achieved by the finite and infinite
schedules. The x-values correspond to those of Fig. 5. The finite schedules
achieve exactly the same performance as the infinite one. Notice that when the
requested mean power consumption is very small or very large, the schedule
reduces to repeated broadcasts of the items corresponding to the smallest
and largest transmission powers respectively. Thus, the service time for other
requests is increasing, resulting into a higher mean service time. This fact
explains the convex form of the graph.

Schedule λ1
Schedule λ2
Schedule λ3
Infinite Schedule

0.948
Service Ratio

optimal performance in any of the examined cases. It is
noted that the convex form of the plots is a result of the
energy expenditure requests. When the server requests very
low energy expenditure rates, the schedule tends to contain
more occurrences of the items with the lowest P OWi attribute.
Thus, less “air-time” is left for the remaining items, causing
the increase in the service time. The same principle applies to
requests for high rates.
The service ratio is not affected by the use of finite
schedules (Fig. 8). The finite schedules do not alter the P OWi
values per item i, and therefore do not make the successful
transmission of an item more or less probable. Thus, the
finite and the infinite schedules achieve the same service ratio
(≈ 95%).
Most importantly, the finite schedules achieve the same
performance as the infinite one with orders of magnitude
smaller schedule sizes, while achieving optimal performance
from all examined aspects (Fig. 9). In Fig. 9b the λ-ranking
is also shown to follow the real size ranking (equation (7)),
justifying the use of λ as the size-regulating variable. The
dramatic decrease in the required schedule size enables mobile
devices to act as local, push-based broadcast servers. The
original sizes of ∼ 1011 GBytes would require prohibitively
high calculation times and energy to be constructed, while
their caching would be impossible. Segmental construction
and use would be the only option. The aggregate energy
required to perform the scheduling would be prohibitively high
nonetheless.
On the other hand, the presented analysis led to a decrease
in the total schedule size by a factor of 1010 , with negligible
or no impact on the performance. Notice that the conditions
for optimal performance can be relaxed further. For example,
the intersection tolerance in Fig. 4 could be set to 5% or 10%
limiting the final schedule size even further.
The use of the energy and monetary expenditure attributes
was meant as an appealing application example. However,
Corollary 2 enables the use of an indefinite number of attributes (cij ) per item. Thus, it becomes apparent that the
presented analysis can be used for incorporating complete
hardware, software, or economic models of mobile devices
in the broadcast scheduling process.

Simulated Mean Service Time (sec)
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Figure 8. Mean service ratios achieved by the finite and infinite schedules.
The finite schedules are equivalent to the infinite one in this aspect as well.
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